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Multistoried Asymmetrical Building. 
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Abstract: Earthquake happens all around the globe and it is a 
natural calamity and can occur across the world. It affects the 
structure by producing tough ground signals. To overwhelmed 
the Earthquake there is establishment of Shear wall and Bracing 
to increase the crosswise stiffness, ductility of the structure. To 
plan a building storey drift and crosswise displacement are 
crucial. The building is analyzed by Linear static and Linear 
dynamic method by E-tab software. In present paper G+25 
multistoried building is analyzed by insertion of Shear wall and 
bracing at Corners, End and central core of the structure. The 
responses like Displacement, Storey drift, Time period and Base 
shear is calculated and equated.    

Key Word: E-TAB, Shear Wall, Bracings, Linear static 
method, Linear dynamic method. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

The main purpose of this paper is to find the active 

places of shear wall and bracing for analysis of the structure 
which is subjected to seismic forces. In this work the 
structure is analysed by Linear static and Linear dynamic 
method by using E-TAB software (2018). The responses are 
calculated and compared.  

A. Shear Wall 

Shear walls are large reinforced concrete wall (or) a large 
column member that resist the seismic forces. They 
minimize the storey displacement when the ground signals 
hits the structure. Usually, the load is transferred to the wall 
through the Diaphragm (the structural section which 
crosswise the lateral load to the upright resisting section of 
the structure. These are largely in straight but can be tilted 
for parking the vehicles). Commonly the width of the shear 
wall will be around 150-200mm or more is commonly 
provided. Since, the structure may not have appealing 
presence if the structure is sealed with shear wall along the 
building. So, to overcome bracing is approved to decrease 
the lateral forces and wind forces along with the shear wall. 
Nowadays combination os shear wall and bracing are 
adopted for the structure at different location.  
• In this paper the regular shear wall is used of 

thickness 230mm. 
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B. Bracings 

The structure frame is combined with bracing section to 
resist the Earthquake and Wind forces. They can absorb the 
larger energy encounter during Earthquake. They are largely 
used to resist the lateral displacement during the strong 
ground signals in the structure.  
These are having high flexibility, economical, easy to erect 
and provide large strength and stiffness to the structure. 
• In this paper the bracing of ISA 100mm x 100mm x 

10mm are used for analysis. 

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT 

A. To investigate the actual location of shear wall and 
bracing on the basis of story displacement under lateral 
loading.  

B. To determine the percentage reduction in story 
displacement with different location of shear wall and 
bracing and on different model when compared to 
without shear wall and bracing. 

C. Equivalent static method and Response Spectrum 
method are used to analyse the structure by using    E-
tab software (2018). 

D. To investigate the responses like Displacement along 
X- direction, Story drift, Time period and Base shear 
are evaluated and compared with above two method. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this paper an attempt is taken to investigate the seismic 
effect on G+25 multistoried RCC building model with shear 
wall and bracing. The models of 26 storeyed RCC building 
is created and analysed by ETAB (2018) software. After 
successfully completion of models, the finest position of 
shear wall and bracing is found out by changing the position 
of shear wall and bracing to minimize the seismic effect. 
Different models were created and results are compared 
with additional models.  
The height of each storey is maintained 3.2m. The 
considered seismic zone is V and soil is medium. In this 
paper the structure includes live load, earthquake load and 
dead load and these are accordingly to IS 875 part 1, IS 
1893-2016, IS 875 part I respectively. The structure is 
analysed by Linear static method and Linear dynamic 
method. The responses like Displacement, storey drift, Time 
period and Base shear are calculated. After analyzing the 
structure, the obtained values are used to form table, graphs 
and lastly the conclusion. 
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A.  Linear static method 

This method is used to find the crosswise (horizontal) 
signals. This method is simple and required less 
computational energy and that is calculated according to the 
IS code of practice. In this method firstly the design of Base 
shear is calculated for the whole building and then the 
obtained results of Base shear is circulated all along the 
height of the building. The crosswise signal of each floor is 
circulated to each horizontal resisting section.  

B.  Linear dynamic method  

IS 1893(part 1): 2002 has recommended the method of 
dynamic analysis of buildings in case of (i) Regular 
buildings-those higher than 40 m in height in zones IV and 
V, and those higher than 90 m in height in zones II and 
III.(ii) Irregular buildings- all framed buildings higher more 
than 12m in height in zones IV and V and those higher than 
40m in height in zones II and III. The main aim of dynamic 
analysis is to find the design seismic signals, which is 
circulated to various point along the height of the building 
and to the different crosswise load resisting section of the 
structure and the analysis is somewhat similar to linear static 
method. In case of dynamic analysis the whole masses are 
assumed to be lumped at the storey level and at each storey 
only sway displacement is permitted. The analysis of 
dynamic method, it is assumed that irregular type of 
building is based on 3D modelling of that building that will 
have adequate stiffness and mass circulation along the 
height of the building so that its responses could be 
predicted easily and with more accuracy.  

IV. STRUCTURAL MODEL 

The plan area of the structure is 60.22mx50.22m and height 
of the structure is 84.24m. The grouping of Shear wall and 
bracings are placed at different location of structure at 
corners, end and core of the structure. The crosswise 
displacement of the structure is calculated and compared.   

A.  Properties of members 

Young’s modulus of concrete    35355.33MPa 
Poisson’s ratio                            0.2 
 Density                                      25 KN /m3 

Thermal coefficient                    0.0000055/oC 

Grade of concrete                       M50   
Yield strength of steel                Fe500 

B.  Seismic Parameter 

Zone value                                  0.36 
Response reduction factor          5 
Importance factor                       1.5 
Damping ratio                             0.05 

C.  Size Of Members 

Column size                               900mm x 1200mm 
Beam size                                   300mm x 600mm 
Slab thickness                            150mm  
Shear                                          300mm 
Bracings                                     ISA 100x100x10mm 

D.  Load Intensity 

Live load on each floor             3 KN/m2 

Live load                                   1.5 KN/m2 

Floor finish                                1 KN/m2                 

Wall load                                   11.96 KN/m2  

E.   Load Combinations 

The load combination is itself calculated by the E-TAB 
software and the models are analyzed as the calculated load 
combination. 

V. ABOUT E-TAB  

ETABS is a delineating programming thing that obliges 
multi-story building examination and plan. Showing 
instruments and code-based load cures, examination 
methodology and approach systems, all make with the 
system like geometry rise to this class of structure. 
Fundamental or pushed structures under static or dynamic 
conditions may be inspected using ETABS. For a pushed 
evaluation of seismic execution, measured and plan joining 
time-history examinations may couple with P-Delta and 
Large Displacement impacts. Nonlinear affiliations and 
concentrated PMM or fiber turns may get material 
nonlinearity under monotonic or hysteretic arrange. Regular 
and supported parts make organizations of any versatile 
quality profitable to execute. Interoperability with an 
improvement of plan and documentation stages makes 
ETABS a sorted out and profitable contraption for outlines 
which keep running from clear 2D edges to increase current 
lifted structures.  The creative and dynamic new ETABS is a 
whole framed programming pack for the accomplice 
examination and plan of structures. Merging 40 years of 
persevering creative work, this latest ETABS offers 
unmatched 3D address based showing and portrayal 
instruments, blazingly savvy quick and nonlinear illustrative 
power, mind boggling and intensive game-plan limits in 
regards to a broad accumulation of materials, and skilled 
sensible introductions, reports, and schematic drawings that 
connect with customers to quickly and easily unravel and 
comprehend examination and setup happens. Fig 1 shows 
the reference axis in E-TAB (2018) software. The X and Y 
co-ordinates indicates the horizontal direction parameter and 
Z co-ordinates referred as vertical direction parameter 

 
Fig 1: Generalized Coordinates in ETABS 2018 

VI. PLAN AND 3D VIEW OF DIFFERENT MODELS 

 
Fig 2: Regular building without shear wall and bracings 
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Fig 3: Regular L- Shape building without shear wall and 

bracings 

 
Fig 4: L- shape building with shear wall and bracings 

@corners 
 

 
Fig 5: L-Shape building with shear wall and bracings  

@end 

 
Fig 6: L-Shape building with shear wall and bracings 

@Central core 

VII.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of lateral of Normal building and dual system 
building with combination of shear and bracings) placed at 
corners, end and central core of building. The lateral 
responses like displacement, storey drift, time period and 
base shear is evaluated and compared. 

Table I. Displacement due to Equivalent Static Method 
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Table II. Displacement due to Response Spectrum Method 

 

 

Table III.  Storey Drift due to Equivalent Static Method 

 

 

 

Table IV. Storey Drift due to Response Spectrum 
Method 

 

 

 
Graph 1(a): Regular building without SW and bracings 

(ESA) 
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Graph 1(b): L- Shape building with SW and bracings 

(ESA) 

 
Graph 2(a): Regular building without SW and bracings 

(RSA) 

 
Graph 2(b): L- Shape building SW and bracings (RSA) 

 
Graph 3(a): Regular building without SW and bracings 

(ESA) 

 
Graph 3(b): L- Shape building with  SW and bracings 

(ESA) 

 
Graph 4(a): Regular building without SW and bracings 

(RSA) 

 
Graph 4(b): L- Shape building with SW and bracings 

(RSA) 
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Fig 7: Time Period vs Storey 

 
Fig 8: Base Shear of Response Spectrum Method 

VIII. DISCUSION 

1. The Displacement, Storey drift, Time Period and Base 
Shear of regular building and L- shape building models 
are compared. The variation is less in these models 
because of the same stiffeness and corresponding loads. 

2. L- shape models are considered with shear wall and 
bracing at different location, the models without shear 
wall and bracing has the higher displacement value 
because of absence of stiffeners. 

3. The shear wall and bracing (combination) plays a 
important role in reducing the lateral load. Among all 
the models the shear wall with bracing @corners proves 
to be more effective than shear wall with bracing at 
other location. 

4. The graph 2(a) shows the highest displacement because 
of absence of shear wall and bracing (stiffeners) 

5. The graph 2(b) shows displacement of all L- shape 
models with shear wall and bracing. Among all the 
models the shear wall and bracing @corners proves to 
be effective than shear wall with bracing at other 
locations. 

6. The graph 4(a) shows the highest storey drift because of 
increase in displacement value 

7. The graph 4(b) shows the storey drift of all the L-shape 
models with shear wall and bracing. Among all the 

models the shear wall with bracing @ corners has the 
lesser storey drift because of decrease in displacement 
value. 

8. The fig 6 shows Time Period vs different models, the 
model ie L- shape with SW wall bracing @corners has 
lowest time period because of decrease in displacement. 

9. The fig 7 shows the Base Shear vs different models, the 
model ie L- shape regular has the lowest Base Shear 
value because of absence of stiffeners. 

10. The variation in displacement is found to be 60.73% 
reduction in model ie L shape with SW & bracings 
@corners, 54.38% reduction in model ie L-shape with 
SW & bracings @end, 36.36% reduction in model ie L- 
shape with SW and bracings @core when compared to 
the model ie L- shape regular. 

11. The variation in time period is found to be 28.21% 
reduction in model ie L shape with SW & bracings 
@corners, 9.085% reduction in model ie L-shape with 
SW & bracings @end, 26.58% reduction in model ie L- 
shape with SW and bracings @core. 

IX.CONCLUSION 

A. Equivalent Static Method 

1. The displacement for model ie L- shape with SW and 
bracing @end ie is lowest when compared to all other 
models because of presence of stiffeners. 

2. The displacement in model ie L shape regular ie is 
highest compared to model ie L- shape with SW and 
bracing @ corners, model ie L-shape with SW and 
bracings @end and model ie L- shape with SW and 
bracings @core. 

3. In L- shape models the SW with bracings @end prove 
to be more effective than SW with bracings @ corners 
and corners. 

4. The time period for models ie L shape regular is highest 
among the model ie L shape with SW and bracings 
@corners, L-shape with SW and bracings @end, L- 
shape with SW and bracings @core. 

5. In L- shape models the base shear value is more in L 
shape with SW and bracings @corners compared to all 
others L- shape models. 

B. Response Spectrum Method 

1. The displacement of model ie L shape with SW and 
bracings @corners is lowest when compared to all 
others models because of presence of stiffeners. 

2. The displacement in model ie L shape regular is highest 
compared to model ie L- shape with SW and bracing @ 
corners, model ie L-shape with SW and bracings @end 
and model ie L- shape with SW and bracings @core. 

3. In L- shape models the SW with bracings@ corners 
prove to be more effective than SW with bracings @ 
end and corners. 

4. The time period for models ie L shape regular is highest 
among the model ie L shape with SW and bracings 
@corners, L-shape with SW and bracings @end, L- 
shape with SW and bracings @core. 
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5. In L- shape models the base shear value is more in L 
shape with SW & bracings @corners compared to all 
others L- shape models because of presence of 
stiffeners. 
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